STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, completely fill in the circle next to your choice(s) like this:

[ ] YES
[ ] NO

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

[ ] JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN

[ ] BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN

COUNTY OFFICES

THREE RIVERS PARK COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 2

VOTE FOR ONE

[ ] JANICE MEYER

[ ] MARLYNN CORCORAN

[ ] MARIE FERRY

[ ] KEVIN ROYCE

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 279 (OSSEO AREA SCHOOLS)

VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

[ ] KIM GREEN

[ ] DEAN HENKE

[ ] COLLETTE GUYOTT-HEMPEL

[ ] SHELLY KORB

[ ] WILLIAM F. ZIERBRO

[ ] JENNIFER BAUBRETT

[ ] ANITA J. ECK

[ ] KEVIN REBMAN

[ ] LAURA COTTINSON

[ ] TERESA LINT

[ ]...